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BY ANDREA CHEBELEU

M Y D A I LY C R E AT I V E

Autumn 2021

know I’m not alone in recognizing the fact that days can get filled, packed even, with appointments,
meetings, obligations, chores, and more. As well-intentioned as I am about wanting to make art
a daily creative practice, in reality the practice can be put on the proverbial back burner until
the circumstances are just right. This is where my Daily Creative Practice Journal has been so
transformative to my art journaling practice.
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WHEN INSPIRATIONS COLLIDE
In 2013, I invited Roxanne Padgett to teach
a class in my San Jose art studio featuring her
project “Fear No Color,” which was a gorgeous,
colorful art supply holder with all sorts of
pockets and flaps. I determined after creating
this beauty that I needed a special custom journal
to fit inside. At about this time, I found a box of
monthly lined notebooks at Target. While they
were a sweet petite size, they were just a bit too
small for my liking. Well, the inspiration, the
container, and the motivation all aligned just
right, and My Daily Creative Practice Journal
was born. »
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AN ARTFUL APPROACH
Starting with just one pamphlet made from a legal-sized
manila folder that I have primed with gesso, my practice
begins. The outer cover of the pamphlet is covered in
my favorite mixed-media techniques, richly layered with
acrylic paints, inks, oil pastels, collage papers, stencils,
stamps, and more. Inside the pamphlet, the weekly spreads
vary greatly. Some start with a simple wash of color and the
days are sketched out with pens or markers. Some weeks I
mark out my days with flaps of watercolor paper, making
the perfect place to practice simple drawings or paintings
each day while jotting notes on the backside. Once I’ve
blocked out the weeks, I can simply show up with a pen or
some markers and add to the page.

DISCOVERING TREASURE
Each journal spread is a place to document my days, include
art, attach the flotsam of life (business cards, stickers, notes,
etc.), and add the occasional photo. What I have found is
by having a small but adequate container, I don’t need hours
to devote to creating meaningful art. I come to my journal
spread at least a few times in the week and end up with a true
treasure map of my daily life. One month turns into more,
and soon my collection is a complete year’s worth of these
sweet pamphlets documenting my year. »
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YOU DO, IT IS EASY TO

GET OUT OF

A RECORD OF MY LIFE
Living in my Daily Creative Practice Journal has been a wonderful combination of structure and
freedom; structure in that I have the general dimensions and an idea when I start, and freedom to
explore my changing interests. I may find myself documenting a 100-day challenge, participating
in “Inktober,” attempting to capture a photo a day for a month, or drawing my day in the style of
Samantha Dion Baker. Challenges come and go, and I participate to the best of my ability, but this
one remains. My Daily Creative Practice Journal carries the memories and visual bits of my life, and
becomes a treasured possession at year’s end. There is nothing like holding the heft of 12 monthly
signatures woven together into a brick-sized chunk of your life.
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Art
Therapy
Mark-making — simple
repetitive marks in
colors I adore. I find this
process so peaceful.

FINDING BALANCE
During one of my self-imposed challenges of
capturing a photo a day for my journal, I became
painfully aware of how focused my life was on
work. I scanned back through the photos on my
phone, and every single one was work related.
Don’t get me wrong, I LOVE my work. I own an
art supply shop and teach art classes — what’s not
to love? However, through the process of living in
my journal, I became aware that even if you love
what you do, it is easy to get out of balance; this
awareness transformed my practice to be more
aligned in other areas. Now I may use my Daily
Creative Practice Journal to track things like
progress on writing my Morning Pages, hikes I’ve
been on or want to go on, or books I’ve read.
The act of documenting my days in a creative
way has improved my life. When I flip back
through the previous years, unlike a traditional
scrapbook (which I spent my fair share of time
keeping), My Daily Creative Practice Journal
is truly me. It features colors I love, patterns I
adore, techniques I’m mastering, and materials I’m
exploring. There is space for monthly planning and
month’s end reflections. I appreciate the flexibility
and simplicity of the format. »
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SHARING THE CHALLENGE
Through 2021, I’ve led a monthly “Living in Your Journal” live
Zoom session, which began as a co-working session for those who
had been in my Daily Creative Practice Journal course at the end of
2020. I found myself rising to the challenge of teaching different
ways to lay-out weekly spreads and techniques to maximize
the “real estate” in the monthly pamphlets. This challenge has
inspired me to start a yearlong “Living in Your Journal” course in
2022, featuring not only my work but also inspiration from other
artists who are using this format of artful calendar keeping. I look
forward to leading another live Zoom workshop in December
to introduce students of The Bookmaker Collective to my Daily
Creative Practice Journal. The course will also be available after
the fact as a recorded workshop. »

TIPS

• When preparing the 13 manila folders for the structure of this book, spread the gesso with a
window-cleaning squeegee to make quick work of it.

• Having your monthly signatures in a pretty box close at hand helps you keep the process on your
mind. Placing your monthly signature with your daily appointment calendar is even better.

• Cut a simple template for the days of the week from a large manila tag to make easy work of
blocking-out your spread quickly.

Andrea Chebeleu lives and works in San Jose, California, with her husband and a rotating crew of foster kittens. Of their
three adult children, two are living in Seattle and one in Salt Lake City. Andrea owns A Work of Heart Studio, an art supply
shop and workshop space hosting workshops from artists across the country. She also teaches live on Zoom and has a monthly
membership on Teachable called Watch-Learn-Play, which features bite-sized mixed-media lessons to enable a sustainable
daily creative practice. She can be found on Instagram (@aworkofheartstudio) and at aworkofheart.com.
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